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Omikron integrates SWIFT connectivity in MultiCash Transfer
Omikron has realized a direct connection to banks via the SWIFT network in
MultiCash Transfer. This means that the use of the SWIFT network, via which
virtually all banks worldwide can be reached, is now an additional option for
multi-national corporates to manage their payments processing.
Designed as a bank-independent platform for the optimal connection of
corporates to their banks, MultiCash Transfer is now well established and at
the heart of many international Payment Factory solutions. In light of the
changing world of Electronic Banking, MultiCash Transfer is constantly being
optimized and enriched by new functionality.
On the basis of the SWIFT Alliance Lite interface, Omikron has now
developed the add-on module "MultiCash SWIFT-Connector" for MultiCash
Transfer. This provides fully automated exchange of data via SWIFT. All steps
required for payment processing can now be integrated smoothly into the
corporate workflow management. In addition, both the transfer of validated
messages via the SWIFT-FIN service and the submission of pre-prepared files
via SWIFT FileAct are available - depending on requirements and what the
corporate’s banks supports. The modular concept of MultiCash solutions
enables multiple communications options to be included within a single
Electronic Banking platform. These include, alongside SWIFT, national
communication standards such as EBICS, the established MCFT channel and
bank-proprietary connections.
"With our growth strategy SWIFT 2015, we are continuing to extend our
product portfolio and opening it for a broader user base", says Sebastian
Niemeyer, responsible for corporate business at SWIFT Germany. "Providing
a SWIFT option for the extensive MultiCash user community is a perfect fit
with this objective".
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In a joint project with Omikron and SWIFT, a leading German savings and
loan association has become the first to implement the MultiCash SWIFTConnector in MultiCash Transfer. The main goal was to exploit the benefits of
a direct connection to the German Bundesbank for regular bulk payments and
direct debits. Gregor Opgen-Rhein, the responsible project manager at
Omikron says : "MultiCash Transfer provided a secure way to realize this
connection in the corporate environment, while at the same time fully mirroring
the internal authorization hierarchy".

Omikron Systemhaus GmbH & Co. KG

Omikron Systemhaus focusses on e-banking and cash management solutions, and in
its 25 years of existence has become market-leader in this field. Omikron’s MultiCash
product suites, which range from Electronic Banking to Online Banking and Payment
Factory solutions cover the entire spectrum of requirements for mid- to large
corporates. MultiCash®, first launched in the 1980s, is in the meantime among the
most established solutions across Europe and beyond for classic corporate e-banking.
MultiCash Transfer® is tailored to corporates requiring a consolidated, central, bankindependent system to automate payments and cash management, as well as to
connect seamlessly to in-house systems. Omikron’s software is constantly maintained
to comply with technical enhancements and developments in the banking world. In
addition, the modular structure allows the products to be fine-tuned to the
requirements of each individual user.
Omikron products are available for more than 20 countries and in 17 languages,
supporting about 200 national and international payment formats, as well as all
European standards for customer-bank communication. Omikron backs this up with an
all-round service portfolio, including a multilingual helpdesk, active product
maintenance as well as training and powerful web-based support tools. The backbone
of Omikron’s success in building rich and longstanding relations with its customers is
the in-depth experience in project management, the international partner network and
a strong emphasis on personal relationship.
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